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Abstract A meteorological reanalysis dataset and experiments of the Goddard7

Earth Observing System Chemistry-Climate Model, Version 2 (GEOS V2 CCM)8

are used to study the boreal winter season teleconnections in the Pacific-North9

America region and in the stratosphere generated by Central Pacific and Eastern10

Pacific El Niño. In the reanalysis data, the sign of the North Pacific and strato-11
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specific Central Pacific El Niño index used, and the month or seasonal average13

that is examined, highlighting the limitations of the short observational record.14

Long model integrations suggest that the response to the two types of El Niño are15

similar in both the extratropical troposphere and stratosphere. Namely, both Cen-16

tral Pacific and Eastern Pacific El Niño lead to a deepened North Pacific low and17

a weakened polar vortex, and the effects are stronger in late winter than in early18

winter. However, the long experiments do indicate some differences between the19

two types of El Niño events regarding the latitude of the North Pacific trough, the20

early winter polar stratospheric response, surface temperature and precipitation21

over North America, and globally averaged surface temperature. These differences22

are generally consistent with, though smaller than, those noted in previous studies.23

Keywords Central Pacific ENSO · Teleconnections · Stratospheric Dynamics24

1 Introduction25

The El Niño - Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the dominant mode of interannual26

variability in the Tropics, and it has well-known teleconnections into the Northern27

Hemisphere (NH) midlatitudes [Horel and Wallace, 1981, Ropelewski and Halpert,28

1987, Trenberth and Caron, 2000]. These teleconnections have been able to pro-29

vide a foundation for regional seasonal forecasts [Shukla et al., 2000, Barnston30

et al., 2005]. ENSO also has a well known impact on globally averaged surface31

temperature [Halpert and Ropelewski, 1992, Kumar et al., 1994, Mann and Park,32

1994]. Recently, these teleconnections into the midlatitudes, and in particular in33

the tropospheric North Pacific region (NP), have been shown to influence the win-34

tertime NH stratospheric polar vortex. Specifically, a deepened low in the NP is35
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thought to enhance planetary-scale waves in the troposphere, and the enhanced36

waves then propagate vertically into the stratosphere where they break and subse-37

quently weaken the polar vortex [Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2008, Garfinkel et al.,38

2010, Nishii et al., 2010]. This mechanism appears to explain the weakening of39

the vortex observed during canonical El Niño events in which warm sea surface40

temperature anomalies (SSTa) are present in the equatorial East Pacific [Manzini41

et al., 2006, Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2007, Cagnazzo et al., 2009, Bell et al., 2009,42

Ineson and Scaife, 2009]. This variant of El Niño will be referred to as EPW, or43

East Pacific warming, in the rest of this manuscript. Anomalously cold sea surface44

temperatures in this region (i.e. La Niña, or LN) force a largely opposite response45

in the extratropics [Hoerling et al., 1997].46

More recently, a second mode of variability in the Tropical Pacific Ocean has47

been identified. While EPW events manifest as a region of warm SSTa concen-48

trated in the East Pacific, this new mode of variability consists of warm SSTa49

concentrated in the central Pacific (CPW, or central Pacific warming; Trenberth50

and Stepaniak [2001]). Much recent attention has focused on the relationship be-51

tween this new mode of variability and EPW and on the possibility that this mode52

of variability is excited by climate change[Yeh et al., 2009]. This mode of variabil-53

ity has been referred to as “dateline El Niño”, “Central Pacific El Niño”, “El Niño54

Modoki”, or “Warm Pool El Niño” [Larkin and Harrison, 2005, Yu and Kao, 2007,55

Ashok et al., 2007, Kug et al., 2009, Kao and Yu, 2009]. Although the aforemen-56

tioned studies used different names and emphasized somewhat different aspects of57

these El Niño events, they appear to be examining very similar phenomena.58

Several recent papers have commented on the nature of the CPW effects in the59

NH extratropical upper troposphere and stratosphere but find apparently contra-60
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dictory results. Hegyi and Deng [2011] find that CPW leads to an anomalous ridge61

(i.e. opposite to EPW) over the NP - a region strongly linked to wave driving of62

the polar vortex - and a stronger stratospheric vortex. Xie et al. [2012] also find63

that CPW leads to a strengthened vortex. In contrast, Graf and Zanchettin [2012]64

find that CPW leads to a stronger trough in the NP than EPW, but that both65

lead to a weaker stratospheric vortex. This discrepancy impacts the surface climate66

response to CPW as well: the extratropical surface climate anomalies in the CPW67

composites from each of these studies differ qualitatively. Hegyi and Deng [2011]68

associate CPW with the positive phase of the Arctic Oscillation (AO), while Graf69

and Zanchettin [2012] associate it with the negative phase of the North Atlantic70

Oscillation (NAO). All of these studies rely on reanalysis data, and it is not clear71

whether the limited length of the observational record might result in aliasing of72

unrelated variability. It is therefore not clear whether (and in what ways) CPW73

teleconnections differ from EPW teleconnections.74

Model simulations are therefore essential for understanding (potential) differ-75

ences between CPW and EPW teleconnections. In model experiments, Zubiau-76

rre and Calvo [2012] find that CPW leads to a deepened NP low in late-winter77

(though the stratospheric polar vortex response is not robust), while Xie et al.78

[2012] find that the sign of the NH polar stratospheric response to CPW depends79

on the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO). However, unrelated externally forced80

variability is present in the experiments of Zubiaurre and Calvo [2012] (or in any81

experiment forced by historical conditions), and the 30-year long experiments of82

Xie et al. [2012] are potentially too short to differentiate between the phases of83

the QBO.84
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The goal of this study is to better understand the degree of difference between85

CPW and EPW teleconnections in the surface and upper tropospheric Pacific-86

North America region and in the stratosphere in boreal winter. Section 2 will87

introduce the data used in this study. Section 3 will revisit the teleconnections88

of CPW in the reanalysis record. We will show that the discrepancy between89

Hegyi and Deng [2011] and Graf and Zanchettin [2012] can be traced back to90

their individual definitions of CPW, and thus to the sets of winters composited to91

represent the CPW phenomenon. The stratospheric response to a wide range of92

CPW indices will then be objectively inter-compared. We will show that commonly93

used CPW indices are not interchangeable. The magnitude and sign of the NP94

and stratospheric responses depends on the month or seasonal average that is95

examined, the index chosen, and the number of events composited. Section 4 will96

show that in 50-year long perpetual ENSO GEOSCCM experiments, CPW and97

EPW lead to generally similar teleconnections in the Pacific-North America region,98

but that differences between CPW and EPW in this region (where they exist) are99

consistent with previous studies. Section 4 will also show that CPW and EPW100

lead to similar polar vortex responses in late winter. Finally, Section 5 will consider101

the minimum number of CPW events necessary before robust conclusions can be102

drawn regarding the nature of CPW teleconnections.103

2 Data and Methodology104

2.1 Reanalysis105

The 12 UTC data produced by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather106

Forecasts (ECMWF) is used. The ERA-40 dataset is used for the first 44 years107
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[Uppala et al., 2005], and the analysis is extended by using operational ECMWF108

analysis. All relevant data from the period September 1958 to August 2007 are109

included in this analysis, yielding 49 years of data. Note that when we restrict110

our composites to include the satellite era only or use NASA’s Modern-Era Retro-111

spective Analysis for Research and Applications [MERRA, Rienecker et al., 2011]112

reanalysis, we find similar results.113

Section 3 will examine the NP and polar vortex response to a wide range of114

ENSO indices in order to test sensitivity to EPW and CPW definition. The in-115

dices are: (1) Niño1+2, (2) Niño3.4, (3) El Niño Modoki [Ashok et al., 2007], (4)116

SSTa in the region 10◦S-15◦N, 165◦E-130◦W [as in section 3.3 of Hegyi and Deng,117

2011], (5) 1.5×Niño4-0.5×Niño3, (6) and events in which both the Niño4 index118

and Niño3 index exceed 0.5K but the Niño4 index exceeds the Niño3 index. The119

last four are nominally CPW indices. While additional CPW definitions exist (and120

have been explored), the definitions we chose are sufficient to demonstrate the sen-121

sitivity of the response to CPW index. The Niño1+2, Niño3.4, and Niño4 indices122

are from the CPC/NCEP123

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/ersst3b.nino.mth.ascii. Other124

indices are computed from the HadISST1 SST [Rayner et al., 2003].125

Table 1 lists the six most extreme winters (defined by the NDJFM average)126

as defined by each index. The SSTa associated with the ENSO definitions are127

presented graphically in Figure 1. Figure 1a and 1b show the SSTa during the six128

strongest EPW events; note that the years chosen (and thereby the SST anomalies)129

for these two composites are very similar. Figure 1c-g shows the SSTa during130

extreme CPW events; warm SSTa are present in the Central Pacific in all cases,131

though tropical SST anomalies vary between and within the CPW composites. The132
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ENSO indices, Reanalysis

ENSO index definition boreal winters references

Niño1+2 0-10◦S, 90◦W-80◦W 72/73, 82/83, 86/87,

91/92, 97/98, 02/03

NOAA/CPC

Niño3.4 5◦N-5◦S, 170◦-120◦W 65/66, 72/73, 82/83,

86/87, 91/92, 97/98

NOAA/CPC

Modoki SSTA-SSTB/2-SSTC/2, where SSTA averages over

165◦E-140◦W, 10◦S-10◦N, SSTB averages over 110◦W-

70◦W, 15◦S-5◦N, and SSTC 125◦E- 145◦E, 10◦S-20◦N

67/68, 68/69, 77/78,

90/91, 91/92, 94/95

Ashok et al. [2007], Zubiaurre

and Calvo [2012]

HegyiDeng 10◦S-15◦N, 165◦E-130◦W 68/69, 82/83, 87/88,

94/95, 97/98, 02/03

Hegyi and Deng [2011]

1.5N4-0.5N3 1.5*SSTA-0.5*SSTB, where SSTA is Niño4 and SSTB is

Niño3 (5◦N-5◦S, 150◦W-90◦W)

68/69, 90/91, 94/95,

02/03, 04/05, 06/07

similar to Trenberth and

Stepaniak [2001], Ren and Jin

[2011]

Nin4>Nin3 years in which both Niño4 and Niño3 exceed 0.5C, and in

which Niño4 is greater than Niño3

68/69, 90/91, 94/95,

96/97, 01/02, 04/05

similar to Hurwitz et al.

[2011a,b]

Table 1 ENSO indices examined in the inter-comparison of ENSO teleconnections in Section

3. The first two are nominally EPW composites, and the rest are nominally CPW composites.

Note that the six strongest El Niño years as given by Niño3 and Niño1+2 are identical; we

therefore choose Niño3.4 as the second EPW definitions. Also note that the reference(s) do not

necessarily examine the events listed here, either because their period of record was different

(here we focus on 1958/1959 to 2006/2007) or because fewer or more than six events were

chosen. The procedure adopted by Graf and Zanchettin [2012] to identify CPW years cannot

be summarized by a single index.

six winters chosen are listed on each plot. By compositing these winters together133

and comparing the responses among the composites, we will assess the sensitivity134

of El Niño teleconnections to the El Niño definition.135
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Fig. 1 Sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in late winter associated with each composite

of ENSO events. Contours are shown at ±0.4, ±0.8, ±1.2, ±2, and ±3K. Anomalies greater

than 0.1K are shaded. The pattern correlation between the SSTa in the Niño3.4 composite

and the SSTa in the other composites are shown. Boxes indicate the region in which SSTa

have been averaged. The HadISST1 SST [Rayner et al., 2003] are used to display the SSTa

associated with each composite.

2.2 GEOSCCM136

We examine four 50-yr time-slice simulations forced by repeating annual cycles137

of sea surface temperatures and sea ice that represent CPW, EPW and neutral138

ENSO events, and they are referred to as CPW, EPW, NTRL, and CPWideal.139

The CPW and NTRL experiments are the same experiments analyzed in Hurwitz140

et al. [2011b], and the EPW experiment is described in Garfinkel et al. [2012a]. The141

SSTa used to force the simulations are shown in Figure 2. The CPW SSTa peaks142

in the Central Pacific while the EPW SSTa peaks in the Eastern Pacific, and the143

magnitude of the peak SSTa used to drive the EPW and CPW experiments differs144
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by nearly a factor of two. This difference in magnitude of the peak equatorial145

SSTa is true of observed EPW and CPW events (cf. Figure 1 and Figure 13 of146

Kao and Yu [2009]). The rapid decrease in SSTa in the spring following an EPW147

event evident in Figure 2a,d is also realistic (cf. Figure 13 of Kao and Yu [2009]).148

The SSTa are stronger than in an average EPW or CPW event, but they are149

within the observational range (not shown). A second, idealized CPW experiment150

is also analyzed and is referred to as CPWideal. In CPWideal, SSTa are identically151

zero poleward of 20N and 20S, east of America, and west of 115E (i.e. outside152

of the tropical Pacific). Between 10S and 10N, 140E and 120W (i.e. in the deep153

tropical central Pacific), the SSTa are identical to that in the CPW experiment. In154

between, the SSTs are a linear interpolation between the NTRL and CPW SSTs,155

except that anomalously cold SSTa are included in the far-Eastern Pacific (see156

Figure 2c,f). A separate experiment identical to CPWideal but without cold SSTa157

in the Eastern Pacific was performed, and the results are nearly identical. The158

CPWideal experiment isolates the impact of postive SST anomalies in the central159

equatorial Pacific. Finally, we have performed a perpetual LN experiment, and160

the extratropical response is nearly equal in magnitude and opposite in pattern161

and sign [not shown, but see Garfinkel et al., 2012a]. Each SST composite spans162

from the July preceding the SONDJF peak in tropical SSTa through June of the163

following year. The key point is that the model integrations provide many samples164

of the atmospheric response to SSTa, and are long enough to achieve statistical165

robustness.166

Hurwitz et al. [2011b] describes the model formulation in detail. Briefly, the167

GEOS V2 CCM couples the GEOS-5 atmospheric general circulation model (GCM)168

with a comprehensive stratospheric chemistry module. The model has 2◦ latitude169
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x 2.5◦ longitude horizontal resolution and 72 vertical layers, with a model top at170

0.01 hPa. Greenhouse gas and ozone-depleting substance concentrations represent171

the year 2005. Variability related to the solar cycle and volcanic aerosols are not172

considered. The model internally generates a QBO. Experiments with a global173

coupled ocean or a mixed-layer ocean outside of the deep Tropics may be explored174

in the future. This version of GEOSCCM is related to the GEOS-5 AGCM that175

is used for operational seasonal forecasting. SPARC-CCMVal [2010] grades highly176

the representation of the Northern Hemisphere stratosphere by the GEOSCCM as177

compared to the multi-model mean and observations.178

Details of the biases in GEOSCCM’s ENSO teleconnections can be found in179

Garfinkel et al. [2012a]. Briefly, Garfinkel et al. [2012a] show that the representa-180

tion of El Niño teleconnections in GEOSCCM when forced with observed SSTs181

is generally comparable to that in five other chemistry climate models and in182

reanalysis data.183

2.3 Methodology184

Monthly mean values are examined for both data sources. For the reanalysis,185

the climatological monthly means were subtracted to generate anomalies. For186

GEOSCCM, the monthly means from the NTRL integration were subtracted from187

the CPW and EPW integrations to generate anomalies. We also show EPW-CPW188

differences in order to highlight differences between their teleconnections. The189

Student’s-t difference of means test is used throughout to ascertain significance.190

Our 50-year GEOSCCM integrations are long enough to meaningfully ana-191

lyze differences between months within the extended winter season and between192
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Fig. 2 Sea surface temperatures (SST) used to force the perpetual ENSO GEOSCCM inte-

grations, as compared to the neutral ENSO experiment. Contours are shown at ±0.4, ±0.8,

±1.2, ±2, and ±3K. Anomalies greater than 0.1K are shaded. (a)-(c) and (g) are for early

winter (OND) and (d)-(f) and (h) are for late winter. (g),(h) compare the EPW and CPW

integrations. The pattern correlation between the CPW and EPW anomalies are shown for

(a-f).

EPW and CPW. Appendix A demonstrates that the 300hPa height anomalies in193

GEOSCCM are weaker in early winter than in late winter (cf. Frederiksen and194

Branstator [2005]). Motivated by this model finding, we composite the response195
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in early winter (October, November, and December; OND) separately from the196

response in late winter (January, February, and March; JFM) in Section 3 and 4.197

For the reanalysis, we focus on two diagnostics: height anomalies at 300hPa and198

polar cap height anomalies area-weighted from 70N and poleward. For GEOSCCM,199

we also show the precipitation anomalies, sea level pressure anomalies, and surface200

temperature anomalies in the Pacific-North America region in order to provide201

context for the upper tropospheric and stratospheric response. Finally, we also202

discuss the surface temperature response in the European sector (i.e. NAO) and203

in the global average.204

3 Sensitivity to ENSO Composite Definition: Reanalysis Data205

Revisited206

We first consider the robustness of the response to CPW and EPW in the re-207

analysis record. There is no consensus on the Arctic response to CPW events in208

the recent literature. Hegyi and Deng [2011] and Xie et al. [2012] find that CPW209

leads to an anomalous ridge (as opposed to an anomalous trough in EPW) over210

the NP region most strongly linked to wave driving of the polar vortex, and a211

stronger stratospheric vortex. In contrast, Graf and Zanchettin [2012] find that212

CPW leads to a stronger trough in the NP than EPW, but that both lead to a213

weaker stratospheric vortex. The discrepancy between these studies can be traced214

back to their individual definitions of CPW, and thus to the sets of winters com-215

posited to represent the CPW phenomenon. Namely, both Graf and Zanchettin216

[2012] and Hegyi and Deng [2011] include the winters of 94/95 and 02/03 as CPW,217

yet the choice of the other winters included in the CPW composites differ. Hegyi218
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and Deng [2011] include 2004/2005 which had a strong vortex. In contrast, Graf219

and Zanchettin [2012] do not include 2004/2005 but they do include 1968/1969220

and 1986/1987 which had warm vortices. All three of these winters were El Niño,221

but it appears that subjective decisions on what El Niño winters are considered222

CPW has significantly impacted the ultimate conclusion of each study and can223

explain the differences between these studies. We therefore explore sensitivity to224

CPW definition by objectively inter-comparing the extratropical response in an225

ensemble of ENSO composites. We will show that commonly used ENSO indices,226

and in particular CPW indices, are not interchangeable.227

Our specific methodology is as follows. The six most extreme winters as iden-228

tified by six different ENSO definitions are composited (see Section 2). We then229

compare the 300hPa height anomalies and polar cap height anomalies associated230

with each composite. For three of the ENSO definitions, we also explore the sen-231

sitivity of the polar cap effect of ENSO to composite size. We thereby objectively232

assess the robustness of ENSO teleconnections to the composite size and precise233

index used.234

We first consider whether the tropospheric response to CPW is robust. Figure235

3 shows the late winter 300hPa height anomalies associated with each reanalysis236

ENSO composite. While some CPW composites suggest that CPW leads to a NP237

trough further south of that associated with EPW (Figure 3c-d), others suggest238

little robust extratropical response to CPW (Figure 3e-f). In contrast, both EPW239

composites suggest that EPW leads to a significantly deeper NP trough.240

The polar stratospheric response to CPW is not robust. To demonstrate this,241

we show, in figure 4, the wintertime evolution of anomalous polar cap geopo-242

tential height (defined in section 2) for each of these composites. Consistent with243
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previous work (e.g. Manzini et al. [2006], Zubiaurre and Calvo [2012]), the positive244

geopotential height anomaly in EPW propagates downwards in time (Figure 4a-b).245

Seasonal mean EPW anomalies are significant at the 95% level, as in Garfinkel and246

Hartmann [2007]. Figure 4c-f shows the polar response for a wide range of CPW247

definitions. The responses in the CPW composites are weaker than the responses248

in the EPW composites (Figure 4a-b). While some CPW composites suggest that249

CPW strengthens the seasonal mean vortex (Figure 4ef, as in Figure 10 of Hegyi250

and Deng [2011]), other CPW composites suggest that the seasonal mean vortex251

is weakened by CPW. Finally, none of the CPW anomalies shown in Figure 4c-f252

are significant at the 90% level.253

The number of winters composited as CPW differs among Hegyi and Deng254

[2011], Xie et al. [2012], Graf and Zanchettin [2012], and Zubiaurre and Calvo255

[2012]. The threshold between CPW and neutral ENSO events (or EPW events) is256

ultimately subjective, and we therefore wish to explore sensitivity to this choice.257

ENSO composites are created for three different composite sizes for three ENSO258

definitions: Niño1+2, Modoki, and Nin4>Nin3. As the composite size is increased,259

moderate El Niño events (or borderline EPW/CPW events) are included. Note260

that the SST anomalies are qualitatively similar and do not lose their coherence261

as we increase our composite size (not shown). The polar cap anomalous geopoten-262

tial height for each index and composite size is shown in Figure 5. The anomalies263

during EPW are robust to composite size (Figure 5a,d,g). In contrast, the anoma-264

lies during CPW are not. For a smaller composite size, CPW as defined by the265

Modoki index appears to lead to a weakened vortex, but the effect is less apparent266

when weaker CPW events are included (Figure 5b,e,h). An alternative composite267

of CPW events would suggest that CPW leads to strengthening of the vortex re-268
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Fig. 3 Geopotential height anomalies at 300hPa in the reanalysis in late winter associated

with each composite of ENSO events. Regions with anomalies significant at the 90% (99%) level

are colored orange(red) or light blue (dark blue), and contours are shown at ±20, ±40, ±60,

±80, ±100, ±130, ±160, ±200, ±240m. The pattern correlation between the height anomalies

in the Niño3.4 composite and the height anomalies in the other composites is shown.

gardless of composite size (Figure 5c,f,i). Overall, we find that the effect of CPW269

on the vortex is not robust in the reanalysis data. This lack of robustness if also270

present if we analyze polar cap temperature instead of geopoential height, restrict271

our composites to the satellite era only, or use MERRA [Rienecker et al., 2011,272

not shown].273

In summary, the extratropical and stratospheric response to CPW is highly274

dependent on the CPW definition chosen. The sensitivity to CPW index suggests275

that caution must be applied before generalizing results from the limited obser-276

vational record. We therefore turn to the long model experiments introduced in277

Secton 2.2 in the rest of this paper.278
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Fig. 4 Polar cap geopotential height anomalies in the reanalysis during ENSO winters. Note

that positive polar cap height anomalies indicate a weakened vortex. Regions with anomalies

significant at the 90% (99%) level are colored orange(red) or light blue (dark blue) and the

contour interval is 50m. The pattern correlation in DJFM between the height anomalies in

the Niño3.4 composite and the height anomalies in the other composites is shown. The DJFM

seasonal mean 30hPa to 1hPa height anomaly is shown.

4 Perpetual ENSO GEOSCCM Integrations279

We now present the response to SSTa in the perpetual CPW and EPW GEOSCCM280

integrations. The tropospheric response to the SSTa in the Tropics and in the281

Pacific-North America region are presented in section 4.1 in order to provide con-282

text for the stratospheric response. We then examine the stratospheric response283

in section 4.2.284
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Fig. 5 Polar cap geopotential height anomalies in the reanalysis during ENSO winters for

three different ENSO definitions and 3 different composite sizes. Regions with anomalies signif-

icant at the 90% (99%) level are colored orange(red) or light blue (dark blue) and the contour

interval is 50m. The DJFM seasonal mean 30hPa to 1hPa height anomaly is shown.

4.1 Surface and Tropospheric Response in the Pacific-North America Region285

Figure 6 shows anomalies of wintertime precipitation during EPW and CPW. To286

first order the local response of convection to CPW and EPW are similar- con-287

vection is increased in the deep Tropics in the Central Pacific. Nevertheless, there288

are subtle differences between the EPW and CPW responses (Figures 6g,h). EPW289
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leads to increased precipitation in both the Eastern and Central Tropical Pacific,290

while CPW leads to increased precipitation mainly in the Central Tropical Pacific.291

In addition, the magnitude of the increase in Tropical Central Pacific convection is292

similar for both CPW and EPW in late winter, though not in early winter. These293

differences are consistent with the stronger and eastward displaced SSTa during294

EPW than during CPW, though the differences are smaller than the difference in295

the underlying SSTa forcing (Figure 2 vs. Figure 6). In the extratropics,296

1. Precipitation over Western North America is significantly different between297

EPW and CPW (Figure 6g,h). EPW leads to more precipitation over the298

Northwestern United States and British Columbia, while CPW leads to more299

precipitation over Mexico. These anomalies in precipitation over the Western300

United States appear to be consistent with Figure 11 of Ashok et al. [2007]301

and Figure 3 of Weng et al. [2009].302

2. During EPW, precipitation is increased over East China and decreased over303

the Philippines, while CPW has a weaker effect on East China precipitation,304

as in Feng et al. [2010]. However, the anomalies during CPW are generally305

stronger than Feng et al. [2010] suggests.306

Overall, these differences between CPW and EPW are consistent with, though307

smaller than, those shown in e.g. Ashok et al. [2007], Kug et al. [2009], Feng et al.308

[2010], and Weng et al. [2009]. The anomalies during CPW and CPWideal are309

nearly identical outside of the tropical Eastern Pacific.310

Figure 7 and 8 show the 2m (i.e. surface) temperature and sea level pressure311

(SLP) responses to EPW and CPW. Surface temperatures over the tropical oceans312

follow the anomalous SSTs imposed. To first order the remote response to CPW313
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and EPW are similar - temperatures are anomalously warm over northwestern314

North America and SLP is anomalously low in the NP. The SLP anomalies during315

CPW and CPWideal are essentially identical, and the surface temperature anoma-316

lies are nearly identical over land (the SSTa in the extratropics differ between the317

CPW and CPWideal experiments, and so the surface temperature anomalies over318

oceans should differ). Nevertheless, there are some subtle differences between EPW319

and CPW teleconnections.320

1. In the Tropics, a seasaw pattern in SLP is clear in both EPW and CPW;321

namely sea level is rising over the eastern Pacific and sinking in the western322

Pacific (Figure 8a-f). Associated with these SLP anomalies are anomalies in the323

low-level wind (not shown). These changes are consistent with the Walker Cell324

changes. This effect is stronger and eastward shifted during EPW as compared325

to CPW. Nevertheless, the anomalies during EPW and CPW are more similar326

than those e.g. in Kug et al. [2009].327

2. SLP anomalies near Alaska are more strongly negative for EPW than for CPW.328

Conversely, the anomalous trough extends further into the subtropics (e.g. to-329

wards Hawaii) during CPW than during EPW (Figure 8d,e,h). This meridional330

shifting is similar to, though much weaker than, that noted by Yu and Kim331

[2011]. Note that the magnitude of the SLP anomaly is similar in both CPW332

and EPW, however.333

3. The surface temperature responses are qualitatively different over the west334

coast of North America and the far Eastern Pacific. Specifically, temperatures335

in this region are significantly warmer during CPW than during EPW (Figure336

7g,h). This effect appears to be contrary to Figure 12 of Ashok et al. [2007],337
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though the effect over the West Coast of North America is similar to Figure338

11 of Hu et al. [2011]. The southward shift of the warm surface temperature339

anomaly over North America is consistent with the southward shift of low340

extratropical SLP during CPW.341

Figure 9 shows the 300-hPa height anomalies during early and late winter. To342

first order the teleconnections of CPW and EPW are similar- heights are anoma-343

lously low in the NP. The magnitudes of the NP responses to CPW and EPW are344

statistically indistinguishable. Nevertheless, the NP low is poleward shifted during345

EPW as compared to CPW (as in Yu and Kim [2011], Hegyi and Deng [2011],346

and Zubiaurre and Calvo [2012]). Recall that the NP low was poleward shifted in347

SLP as well. Finally, a comparison of Figure 8 to 9 suggests that the extratropical348

tropospheric NP response is barotropic. Finally, the anomalies during CPW and349

CPWideal are nearly identical350

Important differences exist between early and late winter in the strength of351

the NP teleconnection . Specifically the extratropical response is weaker in early352

winter and stronger in late winter even though the tropical surface temperature353

anomalies (and SSTa) are stronger in early winter. The difference between the354

early winter and late winter responses is statistically significant at the 99% level355

and is present at the surface as well (e.g., warming over North America and nega-356

tive SLP anomaly over the NP). The stronger response in JFM is consistent with357

Frederiksen and Branstator [2005] who find that changes in the extratropical back-358

ground state associated with the seasonal cycle state lead to larger eddy growth359

rates in late winter and early spring than in late fall. Changes in the background360

state encountered by a Rossby wavetrain lead to anomalous extratropical growth361
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in response to the QBO [Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2010] and doubled CO2 [Meehl362

et al., 2006] as well.363

In summary, CPW (whether idealized or not) and EPW lead to generally364

similar teleconnections in the Pacific-North America region in GEOSCCM, but365

differences between CPW and EPW (where they exist) are generally consistent366

with, though weaker than, those shown in previous studies. We expect that regional367

seasonal forecasts could be improved if information about these teleconnections368

was incorporated. We now consider the simulated stratospheric response to CPW369

and EPW.370

4.2 Stratospheric Response371

Figure 10 highlights the polar response to ENSO in the troposphere and strato-372

sphere. In late winter both EPW and CPW lead to a weakened vortex, with the373

magnitude of the effect statistically indistinguishable between the two integrations374

(Figure 10d). The associated polar cap temperature anomaly exceeds 5K in the375

lower stratosphere (not shown). The weaker responses in early winter are consis-376

tent with the weaker upper tropospheric height anomalies. In both the CPW and377

EPW experiments, the vortex anomaly propagates downwards in time, reaches378

the troposphere in FM, and projects onto the negative phase of the NAO, con-379

sistent with Graf and Zanchettin [2012] but opposite Hegyi and Deng [2011] (not380

shown). The negative NAO phase is significantly stronger during CPW than dur-381

ing EPW even though the seasonal mean stratospheric response is weaker, also382

like in Graf and Zanchettin [2012]. While Graf and Zanchettin [2012] interpret the383

stronger tropospheric response in CPW, despite a weaker seasonal-mean strato-384
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spheric vortex, to mean that the stratosphere does not play an active role in El385

Niño teleconnections, Figures 4 and 10 suggest that the downward extension of386

stratospheric anomalies into the troposphere is present in both. We caution that387

the factor(s) that govern the downward propagation of vortex anomalies from the388

lower stratosphere into the troposphere are a topic of ongoing work [e.g. Garfinkel389

et al., 2012b, Mitchell et al., 2012], and that the ability of a stratospheric anomaly390

to reach the surface is not always related to its amplitude.391

The effects of CPW and EPW differ in the upper stratosphere in early win-392

ter (ND). Namely, EPW begins to weaken the polar vortex in November (as in393

Manzini et al. [2006]), while CPW does not. The difference between EPW and394

CPW is statistically significant in December. The anomalies during CPW and395

CPWideal are generally similar, though there does appear to be a stronger fall re-396

sponse in CPWideal. Overall, however, the effects of EPW and CPW in the polar397

stratosphere are similar in that both weaken the vortex.398

Garfinkel and Hartmann [2007], Calvo et al. [2009], Garfinkel and Hartmann399

[2010], Hurwitz et al. [2011a], and Xie et al. [2012] find that the polar atmospheric400

response to ENSO is sensitive to QBO phase. We have examined whether such an401

effect is present in our experiments, but we find that the difference in ENSO’s effect402

between EQBO and WQBO is less than 20% and is thus not shown. Both CPW403

or EPW weaken the vortex regardless of QBO phase, unlike in Xie et al. [2012].404

The discrepancy between our studies could arise either because the nonlinearity405

associated with the QBO is sensitive to the precise SSTa forcing (e.g. the SSTa used406

in the experiments of Garfinkel and Hartmann [2010] and Xie et al. [2012] differ407

from ours), or because the effect of the QBO is model-dependent (e.g., Hurwitz408
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et al. [2011b] found no sensitivity to the QBO in the SH in GEOSCCM in the409

CPW experiment).410

Occasionally, the polar vortex completely breaks down, whereby zonal winds411

change from strong, climatological (>50m/s) westerlies to easterlies in the span412

of a week at 60N, 10hPa. Such events are known as major stratospheric sudden413

warmings (SSWs), and are preceded by a burst of wave activity from the tropo-414

sphere into the stratosphere [Matsuno, 1971]. A SSW can influence tropospheric415

and surface climate variability in the weeks or months following an event [Polvani416

and Waugh, 2004, Limpasuvan et al., 2004]. 3.2 SSW occur per decade in the417

NTRL experiment, 4.7 SSW occur per decade in the CPW experiment, 6.5 occur418

per decade in the CPWideal experiment, and 7 SSW occur per decade in the EPW419

experiment [as compared to ∼6 per decade in the observational record, Charlton420

and Polvani, 2007]. Using a Monte Carlo test to count SSWs in 10,000 random421

winters equal to the length of the GEOSCCM runs (i.e. 50 years), the probability422

that the increase in SSW frequency during CPW relative to the NTRL experiment423

occurred by chance is less than 10% (p <0.1). In the CPWideal experiment, the424

increase in SSW frequency as compared to the NTRL experiment is statistically425

significant at the 99% threshold. (The difference between CPW and CPWideal426

is significant at the 95% threshold. This difference may be due to the presence427

of warm North Pacific SSTa in the CPW experiment, for Hurwitz et al. [2012]428

show that such anomalies can reduce SSW frequency.) Both CPW and EPW lead429

to more frequent SSW relative to NTRL in GEOSCCM. (SSW frequency in the430

observational record agree with those suggested by GEOSCCM: 3 of the 4 CPW431

composites suggest 5 SSW occur per decade during CPW, and the fourth suggests432
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3.33 events per decade. See Garfinkel et al. [2012a] for a thorough discussion of433

EPW and SSWs.)434

4.3 Surface Temperature Response over Europe and in the Global Average435

In our GEOSCCM experiments, CPW leads to the negative phase of the NAO,436

consistent with Graf and Zanchettin [2012] but opposite Hegyi and Deng [2011]. We437

now explore the subsequent tropospheric impacts of this effect. We then consider438

the globally averaged surface temperature response to CPW. Associated with the439

change in the NAO and polar vortex are changes in surface temperature over440

Eurasia. For example, Graf and Zanchettin [2012] found (1) high latitude Eurasian441

temperatures are colder during El Niño, and in particular during CPW events as442

opposed to EPW events and (2) that the effect is largest in Western Eurasia. The443

area weighted average Western Eurasian surface temperature anomaly is computed444

and shown in Table 2. During early winter, CPW has little effect on Eurasian445

temperatures, while EPW does have a significant impact. During late winter, after446

the stratospheric anomalies have developed, temperatures are colder during both447

CPW and EPW as compared to the ENSO neutral experiment, and the effects are448

statistically significant. The impact of EPW on OND Eurasian surface temperature449

is greater than that of CPW, though in late winter the responses are statistically450

indistinguishable, unlike in Graf and Zanchettin [2012]. We have also examined451

the region highlighted in Thompson et al. [2002], and find similar results. The452

responses in the CPW experiment and in the CPWideal experiment (in which453

North Atlantic SSTa are identically zero) are similar, highlighting the key role of454

the stratosphere in producing these surface temperature anomalies. Finally, we455
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Eurasian Surface Temperature

OND JFM

EPW-NTRL -0.15K -0.13K

CPW-NTRL 0.00K -0.15K

CPWideal-NTRL 0.02K -0.20K

Table 2 Effect of CPW and EPW on Eurasian sector averaged land temperature in the

GEOSCCM perpetual ENSO experiments, in Kelvin. The Eurasia sector is defined as land

areas poleward of 40◦N and between 0◦E and 120◦E [the region with the largest anomalies

due to CPW as shown by Graf and Zanchettin, 2012]. Results are not sensitive to the region

chosen, however. Results significant at the 95% level are in bold.

have examined the surface temperature impact in the reanalysis in this region,456

and we find that it is very sensitive to the precise CPW definition chosen (not457

shown).458

Finally, we consider the impact of CPW index on globally averaged surface459

temperature, first in the reanalysis and then in GEOSCCM. Table 3 compares the460

globally averaged surface temperature anomalies in JFM for each ENSO definition.461

We remove the linear trend in globally averaged surface temperature (i.e. global462

warming) before computing anomalies. However, results are similar if we do not463

remove the trend, though composites that sample earlier in the record tend to be464

colder. The increase in globally averaged temperature during El Niño is robust to465

the ENSO index used to select events, is quantitatively similar to that reported in466

Mann and Park [1994], and is present during both EPW and CPW events.467

In GEOSCCM, CPW and EPW differ in their impact on globally averaged468

surface temperature. Global surface temperature is 0.20K higher during CPW (in469

both the CPWideal and the CPW experiments) than during EPW, and this differ-470

ence is statistically significant at the 99% level. Even though the globally averaged471
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Global Surface Temperature, Reanalysis

EPW: Nino1+2 0.05K

EPW: Nino3.4 0.06K

CPW: Modoki 0.01K

CPW: HegyiDeng 0.07K

CPW: 1.5N4-0.5N3 0.02K

CPW: Nin4>Nin3 0.06K

Table 3 Effect of CPW and EPW on globally averaged surface temperature. Surface tem-

perature anomalies have been de-trended before composites are formed.

SSTs used to force the EPW experiment are 0.10K warmer than those of the CPW472

experiment (and 0.12K warmer than those of the CPWideal experiment), surface473

temperature is significantly colder. Much of the increase during CPW relative to474

EPW is from warming in Africa and South America; these continents are warmed475

by both CPW and EPW, but the warming during CPW is significantly larger than476

during EPW. We emphasize that each model experiment is identical except for477

the SST and sea ice climatology used to force the model. The difference in globally478

averaged surface temperature among the experiments must therefore be an atmo-479

spheric response to the imposed SSTa. These model results therefore suggest that480

the atmospheric response to the precise distribution of SSTs can have an impor-481

tant impact on the global surface temperature response to ENSO. Furthermore,482

our model results suggest that the observed increase in globally averaged surface483

temperature during El Niño [e.g Halpert and Ropelewski, 1992, Kumar et al., 1994]484

is mainly associated with CPW, not EPW. However, model configurations with a485

coupled ocean will be needed before this result can be stated with more certainty.486
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In addition, we note that both EPW and CPW lead to anomalously high globally487

averaged surface temperature in the reanalysis record (cf. Table 3).488

4.4 summary489

In summary, both CPW and EPW lead to an increase in convection in the deep490

Tropics, an anomalous low in the NP, and a weakening of the polar stratospheric491

vortex in late winter. Nearly all of the anomalies during CPW are directly associ-492

ated with the anomalies in the central Pacific. Our model results suggest that the493

responses to CPW and EPW are more similar than previously suggested by Hegyi494

and Deng [2011] and Xie et al. [2012] in the polar vortex region.495

5 Variability within CPW496

It was shown in Section 3 that the effect of CPW on the vortex in the reanalysis497

record is very sensitive to the CPW index used and the number of winters included.498

While some of this sensitivity is likely due to differences in the underlying SSTa499

(i.e. the SSTa in Figure 1 differ among the CPW composites), some of it is due500

to internal variability and the limited record length. To quantify the minimum501

composite size necessary before the signal due to CPW rises above the noise, we502

examine the length of integration necessary before the weakening of the vortex in503

the perpetual CPW GEOSCCM experiment becomes robust.504

Figures 11a-b illustrate how internal variability can mask the polar strato-505

spheric response to CPW events. Geopotential height anomalies in the four win-506

ters with the strongest vortices in the 50-year simulation have the opposite sign507

as those in the four winters with the weakest vortices. Even though the difference508
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Fig. 6 Precipitation anomalies in the perpetual ENSO GEOSCCM integrations. Contours

are shown at ±.5, ±1, ±2, ±4, ±8 mmday−1, and regions with anomalies significant at the 90%

(99%) level are colored orange(red) or light blue (dark blue). The zero line is bolded. (a)-(c)

and (g) are for early winter (OND) and (d)-(f) and (h) are for late winter. (g),(h) compare the

EPW and CPW integrations. The pattern correlation between the CPW and EPW anomalies

are shown in the title of (a)-(f).

in late winter vortex strength between the CPW and ENSO neutral experiments509

is statistically significant at the 99.999% level, substantial intra-CPW variability510

can mask the effect of anomalous CPW SST.511
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Fig. 7 Like Figure 6 but for 2meter (i.e. surface) temperature anomalies. Contours are shown

at ±.5, ±1, ±2, ±4, ±8K.

We now assess the relative probability of an anomalously strong vortex in a512

four year composite of CPW events by the following Monte Carlo test. 10,000513

four year subsamples of the CPW GEOSCCM integrations are selected randomly,514

and the probability distribution function of DJFM 1hPa-30hPa polar cap height515

anomalies in the 10,000 member ensemble is shown in Figure 11c. It is clear that a516

wide range of polar cap anomalies are possible in a four year subsample. Approxi-517

mately 3% of the subsamples show a strengthening of the vortex. A similar Monte518
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Fig. 8 Like Figure 6 but for sea level pressure anomalies. Contours are shown at ±0.5, ±1,

±2, ±4, ±8, and ±16hPa.

Carlo test but with six year subsamples (as in Figure 1 and 4) suggests that 1%519

of the subsamples might show a strengthening of the vortex. Figure 11d considers520

how long an integration is needed before the difference between CPW and neutral521

ENSO becomes statistically significant. Specifically, 10,000 random subsamples of522

the CPW and neutral ENSO experiment are selected, and the statistical signif-523

icance of their difference is computed. We then evaluate the percentage of the524

10,000 differences that exceed the 95% and 99% confidence levels as a function of525
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Fig. 9 Like Figure 6 but for geopotential height anomalies at 300hPa. Contours are shown

at ±20, ±40, ±60, ±80, ±100, ±130, ±160, ±200, ±240m.

the number of years included in each subsample. 95% of GEOSCCM integrations526

16(21) years long would have suggested that the effect of CPW on the vortex is527

significantly different from that neutral ENSO at the 95% (99%)level. While the528

precise minimum integration length is almost certainly model-dependent, these529

results suggests that long simulations are necessary in order to isolate the impact530

of ENSO from internal variability.531
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Fig. 10 Polar cap (i.e. the area weighted average from 70N and poleward) geopotential height

in the perpetual ENSO GEOSCCM integrations during the extended winter season. Regions

with anomalies significant at the 90% (99%) level are colored orange(red) or light blue (dark

blue), and contours are shown at ±50, ±100, ±150, ±200, ±250, ±325, ±400, ±500, ±600,

and ±750m. DJFM seasonal mean anomaly is shown inside each panel, and the DJFM pattern

correlation with the CPW anomalies is shown for (a) and (c).

6 Discussion and Conclusions532

The ERA-40 reanalysis and simulations of the Goddard Earth Observing Sys-533

tem Chemistry-Climate Model, Version 2 (GEOS V2 CCM) are used to compare534

the teleconnections in the Pacific-North America region and stratosphere associ-535

ated with Central Pacific El Niño (CPW) and (canonical) eastern Pacific El Niño536

(EPW). In the reanalysis data, we find that the effect of CPW in the Pacific-North537
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Fig. 11 Polar cap geopotential height anomalies in the GEOSCCM CPW experiment (a)

in the four winters with the strongest vortex, and (b) in the four winters with the weakest

vortex. Contour interval is ±200m. (c) Probability distribution function of 1hPa-30hPa polar

cap height anomalies in 4 year subsamples of the CPW GEOSCCM integrations. (d) Monte

Carlo test of the integration length necessary before the difference between CPW and neutral

ENSO becomes significant at the 95% and 99% confidence levels (see text for details).
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America region is sensitive to the index used to define Central Pacific warming,538

the number of winters included in a composite, and the month within the extended539

winter season. This sensitivity highlights that caution must be applied before gen-540

eralizing results from the limited observational record.541

The long model integrations indicate that in boreal winter, the teleconnections542

of CPW and EPW are generally the same. Namely, both EPW and CPW lead to a543

deepened NP low and a weakened polar vortex, and the effects are stronger in late544

winter than in early winter. However, differences do exist between the two forms545

of El Niño. CPW shifts westward the Tropical response as compared to canonical546

El Niño. In addition, the structure of the Tropical Pacific warming appears to547

be important for understanding the impact of El Niño on surface temperature548

and precipitation over North America and sea level pressure over the subtropical549

Pacific. In particular, the NP trough is displaced slightly poleward for EPW as550

compared to CPW. In addition, the polar stratospheric response in December is551

significantly stronger during EPW than during CPW. Finally, the GEOSCCM552

runs suggest that CPW results in a larger increase of globally averaged surface553

temperature than EPW. These differences are generally consistent with, though554

weaker than, those shown in previous work. These results regarding CPW and555

EPW teleconnections may be of use towards improving regional seasonal forecasts.556

The similarity of the extratropical response to EPW and CPW is perhaps not557

surprising. Prescribed SST anomalies cause local changes in the low-level temper-558

atures, winds, and humidity, which in turn lead to local precipitation anomalies.559

The equatorial waves associated with the upper level divergence anomalies from560

the local precipitation anomalies spreads the influence throughout the Tropics561

[Gill, 1980, Jin and Hoskins, 1995]. The resulting local and non-local divergence562
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anomalies then force a Rossby wave train that propagates to the extratropics563

[Hoskins and Karoly, 1981, Sardeshmukh and Hoskins, 1988]. This Rossby wave564

can then interact with the extratropical mean flow and eddies and can thereby565

be amplified [Simmons et al., 1983, Held et al., 1989, Garfinkel and Hartmann,566

2010]. This theory would suggest that if the tropical precipitation anomalies (which567

we take as a proxy for divergence) associated with El Niño are similar for CPW568

and EPW (which they are in GEOSCCM), then the extratropical tropospheric569

response (and subsequent stratospheric response) should be similar. In addition,570

the similarity of the responses in the default CPW experiment and the idealized571

CPW experiment in which cold SSTa are present in the tropical Eastern Pacific572

(as in the experiments of Xie et al. [2012]) suggests that central Pacific anomalies573

are of paramount importance for the extratropical response. The overall similarity574

among the responses appears to be consistent with the idealized modeling studies575

of Geisler et al. [1985], Barsugli and Sardeshmukh [2002].576

The aforementioned theory does not appear to be capable of connecting the577

slight zonal shift in tropical precipitation with the poleward or equatorward shift of578

the extratropical NP low (and the subsequent impacts on North America) however,579

and we are not aware of any explanation of this poleward shift in previous work. We580

speculate that it could be related to linear wave propagation. Namely, Hoskins and581

Ambrizzi [1993, their equation 2.11] show that the radius of curvature of a Rossby582

wave propagating into the extratropics is proportional to its zonal wavelength. As583

the convective source is more zonally confined during CPW and the subsequent584

wavelength of the extratropical Rossby wave is shorter, we might expect that the585

radius of curvature will be smaller and therefore for the wave to not reach as high586
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a latitude. A thorough test of this explanation for the latitude of the North Pacific587

response is left for future work.588

In contrast to the NH, in the Southern Hemisphere there is a qualitative differ-589

ence between the extratropical teleconnections associated with central and eastern590

Pacific warming. Namely, CPW significantly impacts the South Pacific Conver-591

gence Zone while EPW does not [Hurwitz et al., 2011a,b]. It is therefore expected592

that only CPW can modify planetary waves in the SH troposphere and thereby593

influence the SH polar vortex [Hurwitz et al., 2011a,b, Zubiaurre and Calvo, 2012].594

Weakening of the vortex in SH springtime Hurwitz et al. [2011a] is robust to the595

four definitions of CPW presented in this paper. Preliminary results also indicate596

that the Pacific-North America teleconnections of CPW and EPW are more dis-597

tinct in summertime (when the subtropical jet is weak) than in wintertime in our598

GEOSCCM experiments; additional analysis is left for future work. However, our599

GEOSCCM experiments indicate that in the wintertime Northern Hemisphere,600

warming focused in either the central or eastern Pacific leads to a similar extrat-601

ropical response.602

Garfinkel et al. [2012a] show that the representation of NH El Niño telecon-603

nections in GEOSCCM is generally quite good. However, the complexity of the604

sequence of physical events leading from SST forcing to atmospheric response605

raises questions about any conclusions based on an individual atmospheric GCM606

(for example, EPW teleconnections in the SH are biased in this model). Future607

work with additional models is necessary to confirm the findings in this study.608

Nevertheless, we suggest the following:609
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1. While the teleconnection patterns of central and eastern Pacific warming are610

subtly distinct, both tend to weaken the late winter Northern Hemisphere polar611

vortex.612

2. Care must be taken when choosing the index used to identify central Pacific613

warming.614

3. The early winter responses to central and eastern Pacific warming are distinct615

from the late winter responses.616

4. At least 20 years of model output data (and likely a similar number of observed617

events) are needed before robust conclusions can be drawn regarding the nature618

of the stratospheric response to central Pacific warming.619

7 Appendix620

Figure 12 shows the month-by-month evolution of 300hPa height anomalies in621

GEOSCCM. The response to EPW and CPW in December is qualitatively weaker622

than the response in January. The response in March is as strong as the response623

in January or February. The difference between the early winter and late winter624

responses is statistically significant at the 99% level. Compositing OND together625

and JFM together appears to be justified.626
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